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Abstract.
We calculated the elastic properties of spinelup to 30 GPa which encompasses
the experimenMg2SiO4 spinel, using the plane-wavepseudopotential tally observedstability field of spinel. From the elastic
method.

The athermal

elastic constants were calculated

constants we determine the seismic wave velocities and

directly from the stress-strain relations up to 30 GPa,
which encompassesthe experimentally observedstability field of spinel. The calculated elastic constants are
in very good agreement with Brillouin scattering data
at zero pressure. We calculated the isotropically averaged elastic wave velocitiesand the anisotropyfrom our
singlecrystal elastic constants.We find that the elastic

the singlecrystal anisotropyfor spinelfor the first time
at high pressure.

Computational

Methods

To obtain the ground state properties of spinel at
anisotropyis weak (azimuthaland polarizationanisotropy of S-waves: 5%, azimuthal P-wave anisotropy: arbitrary pressures, we use a method that combines
2.5%, at zeropressure)comparedto othersilicatesand densityfunctional theory and moleculardynamicswith
el al., 1995]. Denoxides. The anisotropy decreasesinitially with increas- variablecell shape[Wentzcovitch
ing pressure,changingsign at 17GPa before increasing sity functional theory providesin principlean exact forin magnitude at higher pressures.At typical pressures malism for the groundstate densityand energyof an
of the earth'stransitionzone(20-25 GPa), the elastic electronicsystem. Our methodmakestwo essentialapanisotropy is 1% and 2% for P- and S-wavesrespec- proximations:(1) the electronsare treatedin the local

densityapproximation
(LDA); (2) The pseudopotential

tively.

approximation. This method has been applied successfully to a wide variety of systemsincludingsilicatesand

oxidea[Wentzcovitch
et al., 1995;Karki et al., 1997].

Introduction

The elasticityof Mg2SiO4spinel(ringwoodite)is of
considerablegeophysicalinterest for a number of reasons: spinel is thought to be the most abundant min-

eral in the lowerpart of the transitionzone(520-660km
depth) and its elasticpropertieswill play an important
role for our understanding of the compositionof this

region[Ita and Stixrude,1992].

We usednorm-conserving
pseudopotentials
[Troullier
et al., 1991]. For siliconand oxygenwe usedthe same
pseudopotentialsas in previouscalculations[daSilva
et al., 1997]. For magnesiumwe used a new pseudopotential which treates the Mg 2p electronsas valence electrons. The motivation was given by previous LAPW calculationson MgO wherethe Mg 2p electrons were treated as semi-corestates [Mehl and Cohen, 1988]. The magnesiumpseudopotential
we used

Another important issue is the elastic anisotropy of
givesvery good agreementbetweenour predictedstructhis mineral at high pressures.Analysesof seismologtures and experiments for periclase and spinel. Our
ical observationsof anisotropy in terms of mantle flow
results underestimate the zero pressure volumes and
are primarily based on elastic constants measured at
bondlength for both structures by •3% and •1% rezero pressure[Karato, 1997; Fischerand Wiens,1996; spectively. Some of this error is attributed to LDA.
Montagner and Kennell, 1996]: the elastic constants The Brillouin zone was sampledon a 2x2x2 Monkhorstof spinel have only been measured at ambient conditions [Weidner et al., 1984] and the pressuredepen- Pack grid, the planewavecutoff was chosento be 80Ry,
leadingto 37500 planewavesper Mg2SiO4 unit.
denceof the elastic constantsand the anisotropyremain
To determine
the elastic constants we first detercompletelyunknown. Isotropic averagedvelocitieshave
mined the equilibrium structure at each pressure.The
beenmeasuredbelow3 GPa [Rigdenet al., 1992].
To addressthese issues,we have determined the struc- unit cell of the relaxed structure was then subjected
ture, the equation of state and the elastic constants of to a chosenstrain and re-optimized. We useda single

(monoclinic)strain to calculatethe three elasticcon1Nowat Department
of Geological
Sciences,
University
of stants Cll, cl2 and c44. We applied positiveand negative strains(magnitude1%) in orderto determineaccuMichigan,Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Copyright1997by theAmericanGeophysical
Union.

rately the stressesin the appropriatelimit of zero strain.
Similar variable cell shape methods have been used to
calculateelastic constantsfor earth materials like per-
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iclase[Karki el al., 1997]. In all casesthe agreement
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between experiment and theory was favorable.
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We calculated the isotropic averagedvelocitiesfor

compressional
(P) wavesand shear(S) wavesin the
Hashin-SMrikman[1962]schemeto compareour result
to ultrasonicmeasurements
below3 GPa [Rigdenet al.,
1992] and to the velocitystructureof the lower part
of the transitionzone (Fig. 2). The velocitiesdeter-

5OO

45O
4OO

mined from our utherrealelasticconstantsare higher
than thoseof roomtemperatureexperiments
(P-wave:
by 5%, S-wave:2%). We usedthe measuredtemperature dependenceof the elasticconstantsfor MgA1204
spinelto estimatethe temperatureeffect(Table 1).

35O
3OO
25O
2OO

The pressurederivativesof the wave velocitieswe find
are smaller than those derivedfrom ultrasonicexperi-

150

ments[Ridgertet al., 1992](Table 1). We speculate
that this differencemay be due to the porosity of the

IO0

samplesat low pressures,
the smallpressure
range(1.5
GPa) of the ultrasonicexperiments.Moreover,we note
Pressure [GPa]
that our calculatedvalueof tl'• agreeswith subsequent
[Mcng½!al., 1994].
Figure 1. Computedelasticconstantsof Mg2SiO4 equationof statemeasurements
0

10

2O

3O

In order to addressthe issueof the pressuredepenspinel. Filled symbolsare theoreticalresults,solidlines
are Eulerianfinite strainfits with the parametersgiven denceof elastic anisotropyin spinel, we calculated the
in Table 1. Experimentalresultsfrom Weidnere! al., directional dependenceof the P- and the S-wave velocity by solvingthe Christoffelequation. P-wave veloci1984, are shown as open symbols.
ties are extremalfor propagationalong[111]and [100].
The shearwavepolarizedin (001) (S1)is extremalalong

Results

[100]andt•101.The shearwavepolarized
in (1i0) (S2)
is
extremal
along
[1/2,1/2,1/x/•]
•nd
[•00].
We calculated the pressuredependenciesof the three

elastic constants c•, c•2 and C44up to 30 GPa. Our
elastic constantsagree favorably with available experi-

As a measureof single crystal anisotropyin cubic

crystalswe use(Karki e! al; [•7]):

mental Brillouin scatteringdata at zeropressure[Weldnet e! al., 1984]. The athermal elastic constantsare

Mx [00]

=

Cll

systematically larger than those determined by experi-

ment (largestdeviation:9% for c•). Deviationsof sev- where • is the extremal propagationdirection other
eral percent are expected due to the experimental tem- than [100], X • {P,$1,$2}, and Mx is the modulus
perature (300K). The remainingdiscrepancies
between corresponding
to the wavevelocityMx = pl/y•. From
theory and experiment are attributed to the LDA. The

the Christoffel equation it can be shownthat this mea-

elasticconstantsdependsub-linearlyon pressureover sure of anisotropy for the three acoustic waves can be
the wholepressurerange. The pressuredependence
of castinto a singleparameter[Karki et al., 1997]:
the elasticconstantswas represented
by a third order
2C44-Jrexpansion
in the Eulerianfinite strain [Davies,1974]
(2)
Cll
(Fig. 1 and Table 1).

Table 1. Comparisonof elasticmoduli,M0, their pressurederivativesM•, elasticwavevelocities

andtheirpressure
derivatives
(in km s-• GPa-•) asdetermined
fromtheoryandexperiment.
Theory

Cll
C12
c•
K
;t

Vp (kms-•)
Vs (kinS--1)

Experiment

Mo(GPa)

M;

Mo(GPa)1

M•(-)2

361 (348)
118 (112)
134 (129)
199 (190)
129 (125)

6.32
3.18
0.82
4.19
1.12

327
112
126
184
119

4.99,4.2
1.73

10.08(9.93)
5.94(5.87)

0.052
0.010

9.79
5.77

0.078
0.025

References:1, Brillouin scatteringdata Weidneret al. [1984];2, ultrasonicmeasurementsRigdenet

al. [1992],exceptfor the secondvaluelistedfor K&from Menget al. [1994].Theoreticalvaluesarefrom
a third order finite strain fit to the first principles results. Bulk and shear moduli are Hashin-Shtrikman
averagescalculated from the elastic constants. The valuesfor K0 and KD are consistentwith the values

derived
fromtheequation
ofstateV0:512.6f13,
K0: 196.0GPa
andK&= 4.34.Values
in parentheses
give
the elasticconstantsat 300K, the temperaturedependence
is taken from measurements
in the MgA1204
system[Cynn, 1992]. Experimentalvaluesof K and tt are determinedas Voigt-Reuss-Hill
averages.
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anisotropy
in forsterite
IdaSilvae! al., 1997].At typical

11

pressureconditionsfor the lower part of the transition

zone(20-25 GPa) the anisotropyis 1% and 2% for P-

10

and S-waveanisotropyrespectively.
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Geophysical Implications
A comparisonof the pressuredependenceof our calculated isotropic P- and S-wave velocitieswith the ve-

o

e
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locitystructurefor the lowerpart of the transitionzone,
showsthat the velocityprofilesare almostparallel and
that the calculatedvaluesare shiftedto highervalues
by 8% and 9% for P- and S- wavesrespectively.The
differences
canbe accounted
for by the presence
of iron,
whichlowerthe velocitiesby m2-3%and the hightemperaturesin this depth range which decreasethe veloc-
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ities by •8% relativeto the athermalvalues[Weidner

Pressure [GPa]
Figure 2. Hashin-Shtrikmanaveragevelocitiesdeterminedfrom our theoreticalelasticconstants(filled
diamondsand filled circles)comparedwith ultrasonic
measurements
[Rigdenet al., 1992,thickdashedlines];
Brillouinspectroscopy
data [Weidneret al, 1984,open
symbols);P-waveseismological
modelsGCA [Walck,
1984, thin long-dashedline] and CJF [Walck, 1985,
thin short-dashedline]; S-wavemodelsTNA and GNA
[Grand and Helmberger,1984, thin long-dashedand
thin short-dashedline respectively];the valuesfrom
PREM (DziewenskiandAnderson[1981])areshownas
thin solid lines.

The anisotropydefinedin (1) is then givenby:

Ap- •2A, As•- - 1A,
2

--83A'

et al., 1984]. Other abundant mineralsin the transition zone like majorite and Ca-perovskitemay also
contribute

to this difference.

The relatively weak anisotropyof spinel found here
contrastswith the global seismologicalstudy of MentagnetandKenneff,[1996],whofind a transverse
anisotropy in the lower part of the transition zone of 2-4%.
The anisotropydue to an aggregateof spinelat transition zone pressuresmay be a factor 5 lessthan that observed,basedon our resultsand assumingtypical polycrystallinetextures[Karate,1997].Moreoverthis difference cannot be accountedfor by the presenceof iron or
hightemperaturesin the mantle[Cynn,1992; Wangand
Simmons,1972]. An iron contentof 11% is expectedto
raise the elastic anisotropyby 1% while transition zone
temperaturesincreasethe anisotropyby 1% and 3% for
P- and S-wavesrespectively.Accountingfor the effect
of iron and temperature, our resultsare consistentwith

the observations
of Fischerand Wiens,[1996]whofind

The pressuredependencesof the parameter A is shown an upper bound of 0.5% for transverseS-anisotropyin
in Fig. 3. In addition we calculated the polarization the transition zonebelowthe Tongasubductionzone.
and azimuthal anisotropyfor S-wavesand the azimuthal
Models that interpret observationsof anisotropyin
anisotropy for P-waves, defined by:
terms of mantle flow rely primarily on the measured
elasticconstantsat zero pressure.Howeverelasticanisomax{IVsz[•]- v•[•]l)
AS,polarization
---(4) tropy can show a complex pressuredependenceas in

VS,aggregate

[{Vs•[r•]} - {Vs21100]}l
AS,azimuthal
-Vs,ag
gregate

8

(5)

7.,•isotro•y
Factor
A'
S-Azimuthal,
Polarization
•

6

-gr
{vp[loo]}l
(6) .• 5 ..... X
AP'azimut
hal
-- Wp,
ag
egat
e
"so>' 4
'..."-.
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The pressuredependenceof these measuresare shown
in Fig. 3. For cubic systems,S-wave azimuthal and
polarization anisotropycoincide.

The anisotropydecreases
initialywith increasing
pressure,at 17 GPa spinelis elasticallyisotropic.For higher
pressures,the anisotropychangessign and increasesin
magnitude. This behavior can be understood in terms
of the direction of the extremal wave velocities. At low

pressures,
the P-waveis fastestalong[111]direction(A
positive),at higherpressurethe fast P-wavedirection
is [100](A negative).The changeof signof A alsoexplains why S2 wavesare fastestat low pressurebut S1
wavesare fastest at high pressureand alsothe behavior
shownby the polarizationand azimuthalanisotropy.
We found that the single crystal elastic anisotropy
of Mg2SiO4spinelis small (Fig. 3) in contrastto the
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Figure 3. Computedanisotropy
factorA (solidline),
S-wave polarization anisotropy and S-wave azimuthal

anisotropy(shortdashedline), P-waveazimuthalanisotropy (longdashedline).
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periclase[Karki et al., 1997]or spinel.The magnitude Mehl, M. J., and R. E. Cohen, Linear Augmented Plane
of the elastic anisotropy of spinel is small in the whole
pressurerangeform 0 to 30 GPa, but it changessignat
17 GPa. This showsthat the zero pressureanisotropy is
not necessarilyrepresentativeof the elastic anisotropy
at high pressuresas in the lower part of the transition
zone.
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